Clinical science evolves at the interface between a disease and an observant physician with the gift for identifying patterns or constellations of signs and symptoms. Once a coherent hypothesis has been presented on the basis of logical deductive reasoning, additional structured experimental studies are necessary to substantiate or reject it, always bearing in mind that the physical and biological complexity of our world inevitably relegates absolute proof to more absolute sciences such as mathematics, philosophy or theology. The paper by Happle and König [1] provides a welcome, testable new hypothesis for dermatologists to pursue within the recently proposed framework of metabolizing acquired dioxin-induced skin hamartomas.

The renaming of hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) to ‘smokers’ boils’, as proposed by Happle and König [1], provides a welcome opportunity to hypothesise about the pathogenesis of this most distressing disease. The authors correctly point out that there is a marked preponderance of tobacco smokers among HS patients, and active tobacco smoking appears to be associated with more severe disease; of note, the hitherto most famous HS patient in history, Karl Marx, was a heavy smoker [2–9]. Similarly, HS patients have been shown to have a higher incidence of cancers, suggesting exposure to a carcinogen [10]. The experimental investigation of how tobacco cessation affects HS has not as yet been carried out, although it would provide convincing empirical evidence in favour of a causal association in agreement with Koch’s postulates regarding infectious diseases. On the other hand, lung cancer is not overrepresented in HS cases, not all patients smoke – even though a majority does – and, finally, particularly heavy tobacco smoking has also been associated with fewer rather than more inflammatory lesions in acne patients [11].

It would therefore be helpful to supplement this interesting clinical-epidemiological hypothesis with some pathophysiological considerations. Several hypotheses have been proposed concerning HS, none of which readily accommodate a role for smoking [12]. A recent observation, however, has suggested a possible pathogenic link between tobacco and HS via the sebaceous gland.

Previous histological studies have identified the pilosebaceous unit as the centre of HS [13–16], but no description is offered of the possible role of the sebaceous gland. Recently, sebaceous glands were shown to be reduced in number as well as in size in clinically uninvolved follicles of HS patients, suggesting a possible pathogenic role [17]. This is in good agreement with the reduced sebum excretion previously described [18].
Squamous metaplasia and shrinkage of the sebaceous glands also occur in chloracne [19, 20]. Furthermore, it is possible to identify additional clinical similarities between HS and chloracne: atypical acneiform lesions in inverse areas, the late onset, sterile abscesses and, in some cases, the apparent absence of measurable exposure to halogenated compounds [20–22].

The population is exposed to steady low levels of halogenated compounds from the environment and additionally from smoking tobacco [23, 24]. It may therefore be speculated that HS is related to chloracne, and that additional tobacco smoking causes this to manifest itself in predisposed individuals in similar mechanisms, either due to the magnitude of exposure or increased individual susceptibility. The clinicopathological constellation of absent/reduced sebaceous glands associated with cysts has recently been recognised as ‘metabolizing acquired dioxin-induced skin hamartomas’ [25].
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